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 Brackett Julia How can anarchy lead to a utopian society?  
 Brown Trevor If there is one, what is the solution for the conflict between Israel and the Gaza strip?  
 Coldwell Sydney What is Saudi Arabia doing to prevent domestic violence against women and children? 
 D’Agati Eric How has the International Space Station Program built international cooperation? 
 DiLegro Angela How has globalization promoted new trends in film and television? 
 Foley Jack Did colonial African tribes have a significant impact on the modern-day culture of Africa? 
 Hammond Calvin Has North Korea lost all legitimacy in the eyes of the world and the people inside it?  
 Huston Andrew How Secure is the Network, and what could we do to make it and phone companies 
  more secure? 
 Kearney Tim How can the global community help alleviate sub-Saharan Africa’s, 
  specifically Ethiopia’s, starvation problem? 
 Knapp Kaitlin Is China’s one-child policy effective and necessary or is it 
  restricting the Chinese of their freedom and rights? 
 Lowell Jack Why did the Arab Spring begin in Tunisia?  
 Pitts Caree How does illiteracy in Southern Sudan impact its people?  
 Smith Grayson How has match fixing affected European soccer?  
 Sousa Cori What are the main reasons for illiteracy and how does this affect South Sudan?  
 Sullivan Michaela How do confraternities in Nigeria reflect the government system there? 
 Velino Mark Why does Finland have the best education system in the world?  
Adams Maddie  How do cultural perceptions of beauty change in different places around the world, 
  and how can they negatively affect those who practice them? 
Adams Samuel Why do video games get banned internationally? 
Aiken Hailey  Why should the cocoa industry in the Ivory Coast be reconstructed?  
Airey Alex  How does censorship of the internet by the Chinese government affect the country? 
Arrowsmith Ellie  Should the international community prevent cultural traditions from continuing 
  if they threaten human rights?  
Aspinwall Taylor Should world superpowers become more involved in the conflicts of the Arab Spring? 
Ballantine Lyndsey  Why are eating disorders so prevalent in Japan?  
Bamforth Jillian  How has Buddhism influenced China? 
Barnes-Albini Felicia How does the lack of available technolgy in Sub-Saharan Africa contribute to 
  its impoverished state? 
Behn Taylor How will access to sports benefit Middle Eastern women?   
Biedrzycki Jocelyn Why is the depression rate rising in China? 
Billingsley Jordan  What role do multinational corporations play on the international political stage? 
Blunden Christine What is the best health care sytem for developed countries? 
Bonin Joe  What sales strategies have the top three car manufacturers used to achieve 
  their economic success worldwide? 
Brady Morgan  How does the one child policy affect the future of China?  
Bragdon Cassie  What are the possible effects of vertical farming on world hunger and 
  environmental sustainability? 
Britton Amber What is preventing gender discrimination from being terminated in India? 
Burnley Christopher What is the most effective way for Mexico to fight the drug war? 
Camplin Brady  What political, economic, and cultural factors are fueling the war on drugs? 
Carlson Alexander Should the arms embargo the UN holds on Syria be lifted? 
Carlson Brooke How did urban art give the people voice and freedom of expression in Berlin? 
Casey Mike How can terrorism be stopped?   
Catanuso Cydney What parenting style best benefits child development? 
Cavanaugh Thomas Can physical exercise be as benefical to the mind as it is to the body? 
Charbonneau Taylor Why are people forced into work on cocoa plantations in the Ivory Coast? 
Chistolini Victoria  How is domestic violence in Serbia impacted by  It is an obvious necessity that
  governmental and nongovernmental programs?   change must be initated for   

  the sake of all Serbian women; both  
  governmental and societal changes are  
  necessary implications in Serbia in  
  order to form a society more equal and  
  unbiased among genders and to ensure  
  basic human rights to all civilians.

Civiello Madilyn How does censorship affect society and human rights practices 
  in extremely censored countries such as North Korea? 
Coakley Keri  How likely is it that sex trafficking can be stopped all together? 
Concannon Jessica What is necessary for humans to survive indigenously? 
Cook Hannah Is tv safe for little kids? 
D’angelo Mikaela  How has the globalization of Rastafarianism influenced the world? 
Daugherty Kevin Why did Turkish civilians revolt agains their government? 
Davis Abrianna Is genetically modified food the answer to world hunger? 
Dean Margaret How can Italy best ensure that the mafia will not become Even with the government in the mist
  strong enough that the country’s infrastructure collapses?  of political reform, the Italian 
    government and businesses must  

  continue to fight the mafie and other  
  organized crime because Italy’s  
  infrastructure will collapse if the mafia  
  continues to flourish.

DeFilippo Samantha How are street gangs affecting the U.K.? 
DeForest Benjamin Has technology brought people closer together or pushed them apart? 
Desborough Parker  How do the countries in the UN treat countries differently, 
  specifically Iran and North Korea, after it develops nuclear weapon capabilities?  
Disco Shannon  How does the economy of Nepal affect the growing number of women 
  and girls trafficked for sexual exploitation?  
Doiron Nicholas Is the world overpopulated? 
Donohue Jocelyn What is the impact on China of the Three Gorges Dam? 
Driscoll Charles Why are residents of the Dominican Republic using body-enhancing drugs? 
Driscoll Charlie Why are the residents of the Domincan Republic using body-enhancing drugs such as steroids? 
Duchane Jenn How can inhumane testing on animals in India be stopped? 
Durling Olivia How is educating women in the Middle East beneficial to their countries? 
Dustin Jessica Are serial killer made (nurture) or born (nature)? 
Dworkin Brian  What are the ideas behind White Supremacy in South Africa? 
Edvalson Olivia  Can depression be alleviated through creative outlets? 
Ellis Taylor How can human trafficking be stopped in Bangladesh? Through government support, public  

  awareness and public support the  
  human trafficing in Bangladesh can be  
  stopped.

Emerson Julia How can the effects of PTSD on child soldiers be treated? 
Emmond Jason How does government ideology affect citizen happiness? 
Enoch Caylin Is the Myanmar government conducting systematic ethnic cleansing of the Rohingya?  
Facey John How has game theory been effective in its use in worlwide military conflicts? 
Farris Bailey Is it possible to save the Mediterranean Monk Seal from extinction without 
  bringing it into captivity? Human and predator threats are too  

  great for the Mediterranean Monk Seal  
  to survive solely in the wild unless  
  intense preventative measures  are  
  globally enforced.

Finucan Connor What is the effect of Colombian drug cartels on Colombian society? 
Fitzgerald Patrick Should the Internet be regulated in Sweden? 
Forest Hailee Can government regulation of citizen behavior lessen the effects of global 
  warming on food supplies in Europe? 
Formby-Lavertu Cammie  Will Libya’s transition from dictatorship to democracy be successful? 
Franceour George Why should fossil fuels be a thing of the past?   
Frank Alexander Will either outcome of the Syrian Civil War benifit Syria? 
French Dylan How can the depletion of the great barrier reef be prevented? 
    The Great Barrier Reef should be saved  

  by putting in place more permits,  
  protections laws, and zoning on the  
  marine park.

French Morgan How did the spread of Anarchism through the Anarcho-Punk revolution 
  in London affect government and citizens around the world? 
Freud Jamie How does the Eurozone crisis affect the global economy? 
Friel Artemis What aspect of Oscar Wilde’s life was most impacted by his 
  relationship with ‘Bosie’? 
Garvey Ella  How does Bollywood influence Indian culture? 
Gaukstern Emily  How does the Iranian kidney trade program affect its people?  
Gendron Amanda What is the effect of human trafficking in South Korea on those who are involved? 
Goldberg Chase How do hurricanes affect Jamaica’s economy? 
Gordon Elliot  How does the International Drug Trade affect the countries involved? 
    The UN’s Berne Convention is the only  

  viable way to enforce international  
  property rights across international  
  borders.

Gowell Ian  What impact does pollution have on the surfing community of New Zealand? 
Grassett Kimberly Should Amsterdam continue restricting drug use? 
Griffin Johanna How is Alzheimer’s a worldwide problem? 
Hagen Lyndsay Does how the media’s portrayal of women lead to eating disorders? 
Hahn Korina Why are Finland’s school systems so remarkable? 
Hale Mitch How will the 2014 World Cup affect the economy of Brazil? 
Han Deum Why should North Korea stop its nucelar testing? 
Han Deum Why does North Korea need to stop testing their nuclear weapons? 
Hansen Aly  What are the effects of India’s mistreatment of women?  
Harris Sean  What is the motivation for North Korea’s policy of confrontation? 
Hart Will  How does Caribbean Piracy affect the Caribbean Economy? 
Hathaway Kevin Would Elian Gonzalez be better off living in America with his uncle or 
  in Cuba with his father ? 
Hayden Mike When does a sports game have a larger effect on the countries involved? 
Hickey Devon In what ways are women pushing for equal rights in Saudi Arabia? 
Hoerhold Max How will investments in renewable energy affect the investing nations 
  and the nations most dramatically impacted by climate change? 
Horton Chayce  What caused the European debt crisis?  
Horton Chayce  What caused the European debt crisis?  
Houghton Connor  Was the fall of the Soviet Union inevitable? 
Huang Tina  Is Malthus’ social theory still applicable to today’s global food situation? 

Hurd Sarah Are siestas a valuable tradition to Spanish society and should the government 
  work to preserve them? 
Huyck Andrew Should other countries get involved in the Syrian Civil War? 
Jacobs Cassie What factors have caused Sierra Leone to have the highest maternal 
  mortality rate in the world and how can this problem be solved? 
Jalbert Landeck Gwen How can the international community protect intellectual property rights 
  across international borders? 
Jay Jessica How does love and the ability to express love affect a country’s happiness? 
Jennifer Brisebois Does media coverage provoke violence in criminals in society? 
Johnson Hannah What organizations are currently trying to aid the crisis of maternal health 
  in Sierra Leon and what are they doing to help? 
Johnson Cullen What are the positive effects of balancing nitrogen emissions and 
  fertilizer worldwide? 
Johnston Anna  How does ocean acidification affect coral reefs in Australia? 
Kane Kailey How can Haiti and its people effectively and efficiently rebuild from 
  the 2010 earthquake? 
Kellndorfer Julie Why were Wangari Maathai’s revolutionary ideas, including those that 
  sparked the Green Belt Movement, so effective? 
Kelly-Durham Min Lu What is the government’s role in the Albino murders of Tanzania? 
Kent Peyton How will hosting the Olympics and the World Cup affect Brazil? 
Kershaw Cameron  How has globalization influenced the music of Led Zeppelin? 
Kibbie David Should the Scientific Revolution be considered a revolution? 
King Nick What are the benefits of reviving and restoring extinct species? 
Ladd Zachery Can alternative energy sources replace fossil fuels? Alternative energy sources can  

  effectively replace fossil fuels in any  
  country.

Lamarche Ashley Why is sex trafficking socially acceptable in Japan? 
Landrum Logan How did Banana companies in Honduras lead to a corrupted, 
  exploitive government and state? 
Lapsley Elizabeth Should Zimbabwe be permitted to sell diamonds from the Marange 
  mines despite their controversial nature? 
Larivee Mickenzie Is art an effective form of protest in the Middle East? 
Learned Maddie  How did country singer Taylor Swift become a global phenomenon? 
Lertvitawaschai Tanit What can be done about waste disposal in Singapore? 
Lipson Marina What is the best way to reduce violence that is caused by drug 
  trafficking in Mexico? 
Liu Ruomei How is Senkaku/Diaoyu Island increasing the tension between China 
  and Japan and can this tension be reduced? 
Long Ryan Does the Chinese Firewall affect the growth of China? 
Lowell Jack What events were necessary for the Arab Spring to start in Tunisia? 
Lynch Patrick Is hosting the Olympics beneficial to the hosting country? 
Lynch Ryan Will foreign intervention and military aid lead to peace in Afganistan? 
MacDowell  Hunter Do violent video games promote violence? 
Maguire Patrick How does piracy affect the music industry in individual countries, 
  such as the United Kingdom?  
Mancini Gina How is the economic growth in China affecting the demand for shark 
  fin soup and how can we help prevent shark extinction? 
Martin Seamus  Is Russia’s economy turning back to the side of communism? 
McCall Connor Do violent video games promote violence? 
McCarthy Chris  Why do societies around the world struggle with democratic elections? 
Mckenzie Chandler  How does BRIC (a group of emerging national economies) have an effect 
  on the up and coming global economy? 
McNeil Kayla  What is the problem of sex trafficking from Africa to Europe, and what 
  efforts are being made to stop it from happening? 
Mendola Alex Is France’s healthcare system the best in the world? 
Milne Michaela Are serial killers made (nurture) or born (nature)? 
Mirashem Rebecca What factors of the Swedish health care system make it known internationally 
  as being successful and unique? Should other countries model their health care systems after Sweden?
Morgan Maeve How can China ethically curb overpopulation? 
Moss Lyndsey  What solutions are there for the conflict between Palestine and Israel, 
  and how will their histories impact future solutions? 
Mueller Adaline How do poverty tours negatively affect the inhabitants of developing areas? 
Nair Rishi  How is deforestation affecting Brazil? 
name withheld  What are the best ways to protect the African  The best ways to protect the
  Elephant from extinction? African elephant are to monitor  

  the illegal ivory trade, increase public  
  awareness and build up protected  
  lands for its habitat.

name withheld  How have steroids had a negitive impact on the Olympics? 
name withheld  How has the Chinese government’s obsession with winning Gold 
  Medals affected Chinese Olympic athletes? 
name withheld  Should the United States allow Iran to develop nuclear capabilities? 
name withheld  Since the size of African countries’ debts has gotten so big, is the 
  problem even solvable? 
name withheld  Why do the Kayan women on Thailand wear neck rings?  
name withheld  Are smart phones making us dumb? Recent data suggests that we are  

  losing the critical human ability to  
  communicate effectively.

name withheld  Why do the Afghani people follow the Taliban? 
name withheld  What is it about soccer that creates so much passion 
  that people are willing to die for it? 
name withheld  Why are Finland’s schools so successful? 
Nett Charity Is there a shared concept of beauty across different cultures? 
Nizhnikov Nikita Is Russia becoming a dictatorship? 
Noorda Miclyn How have the Egyptian’s government’s violent and restrictive 
  responses to political protests fueled the Egyptian revolution? 
O’connell Catherine  What are the main causes of the separation of 16th century Ireland 
  into two nations and how does it relate to Ireland’s current 
  “Irish Troubles” that began in 1969? 
O’Dowd Matt  How does the United Nations counter terrorism and how should 
  terrorism be countered?   
O’Dowd Daniel How did religion shape Ancient Egypt in a well-functioning society? 
Ostrowski Lauren  In what ways is gender inequality a part of the culture in India? 
Pariselli Michael Should the Cuban embargo be lifted? 
Paul Stephanie What can the government do to help bring justice to the women 
  who are being abused in India? 
Perigny Rachel How does China’s Internet censorship over its people affect them? 
Peters Andy Should soccer ban the technique of heading a ball? 
Pike Forest  Is North Korea a viable threat?   
Pochopin Steph What should be done about child trafficking in Europe?  
Pollio Sean How have events in history correlated to the theory of historical recurrence? 
Prescott Drew  Can Olympic boycotts be used as an effective method to bring about 
  changes in foreign policy?  
Prue Sam How have fishing practices contributed to a rapid decline in the organism’s population?  

  The most imminent threat facing the  
  ocean today is ignorant fishing  
  practices that have led to a rapid  
  decline in organism populations.

Quinn Brett Why are the  best marathon runners consistently from Kenya? 
Rafferty Rachel What is theTanzinia goverrnment doing to stop the persecution of albinos there? 
Raiser Carolyn Are the benefits of animal testing enough to justify the mistreatment of animals? 
Rendall Liam  How has the Al-Assad affected Syria?  
Richardson Kyle  How did the 2011 earthquake and tsunami affect Japan’s economy and future? 
Roby Patience  What are the effects of climate change on Africa?  
Rogers Marin What is the influence of protest on society? 
Rohrer Maisy  Who were the real victims of the Holocaust?  
Sanborn Mason  In what ways is North Korea a threat to the US?  
Saunders Timothy Have the bailouts and financial assistance to Greece helped in 
  pushing the country towards political stability? The financial assistance Greece has  

  received has negatively impacted the  
  political state of the country.   
  The assistance has been inconsistent,  
  has not allowed for long-term economic  
  support, and hasn’t focused all efforts  
  on the crucial political issue at hand.

Schagrin Caroline Was social media the driving force in modern day activism 
  in the Arab Spring movement? 
Schein Andrew  What are the possible outcomes of the South China Sea 
  standoff between China and Japan? 
Schweizer Katherine How do student led protests affect changes in government policies? 
Segul Matthew What laws need to be created and enforced to stop coral reefs from 
  rapidly depleting? 
Silva Josh What are the political and economical ramifications of China’s 
  involvement in Europe? 
Stauble Emily What is the Irish conflict and what would be the benefits of the 
  country uniting once again? 
Stroub Kyle Is the British Special Air Force the most effective Special Operations Force in the world? 
Stroub Channelle  How has Coco Chanel’s fashion sense impacted the global fashion industry? 
Swenson Tyler Should Jerusalem be internationalized from Israel and Palestine? 
Thompson Bridget How does the significance of censorship affect the citizens of China? 
Vamos Tas To what were indigenous Americans connected in the outside world prior to Columbus? 
Vigneault Kyle Should an international law be created and enforced to regulate air pollution? 
Vordenberg Olivia  What steps were taken to allow for the acceptance of women in theater in England?  
Wakeham Padriac What are the negative effects of a world sport like the World Cup? 
Walker Mack What is the worldwide environmental impact of Chinese industrialization and urbanization? 
Wesenberg Sage  Why is violence against women tolerated in India?   
White Andrew Why should the First World stop sending e-waste to the Third World? 
Yeaton Connor  How does China affect big game animals in Africa, and what is being done to stop ivory trade?   
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